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Abstract. Crisis management is a time-critical task with high un-

certainty and high risk. Stress and cognitive overload often result in

a set of bias in crisis manager’s situation understanding and infor-

mation confirming processes, known as “tunnel vision”. Aiming at

preventing tunnel vision, we propose an information assistant system

which attempts to reduce the information quantity, improve the infor-

mation quality, and prevent cognitive overload of the user. The main

focus of this paper is to present the design proposal of the modality

planning module. It is one of the modules which play a role in the

prevention of tunnel vision. The function of this module is to deter-

mine the optimum utilization of the available modalities, in order to

convey information effectively and reduce the cognitive load of the

perceivers. The modality planning strategies also adapt to the user’s

preferences and cognitive state.

1 INTRODUCTION

A crisis is generally understood as an urgent situation with a nega-

tive outcome, such as a nature disaster, transport accident, civil at-

tack, economical crash, etc. Crisis management is a strategic man-

agement activity aiming to prevent or minimize the negative impact

of a crisis. It is a time-critical task with high uncertainty and high

risk [8][11][15]. The crisis managers, who are located in the crisis

response center, need to react quickly to the ongoing crisis event and

make quick decisions. They also typically have to deal with informa-

tion overload [15]. Under stress due to information overload and a

lack of time, crisis managers tend to rely on standard operating pro-

cedures and their previous experiences without reexamination. When

an understanding or a solution is forming, they have the tendency

to perceive and confirm only clear and familiar information which

aligns with it. Correct but ambiguous or contradicting information is

easily discarded. We call the above phenomena “tunnel vision”. Cog-

nitive psychology theories provide better insight into the tunnel vi-

sion phenomena. When the decision makers tend to create one coher-

ent interpretation without reexamining their experience with the real

situation, they are experiencing “framing bias” [6] [18]. When they

tend to confirm their understanding by seeking only the information

which falls in harmony (evidence), they are experiencing “confirma-

tion bias” [10]. Too much information and too little time might also

cause cognitive overload [7]. The lack of cognitive capacity might

deepen the biases. If an improper decision making “frame” (situa-

tion understanding) is continuously confirmed, the growing bias may

lead to costly delay and errors.

Considering the specific task of crisis management, the computer

has several advantages over the human brain. The computer is able to
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continuously record data into its memory with high speed, no matter

of the quality of the data. It acts only on logic, without any influence

by emotions. The computer also exceeds the brain in multi-tasking,

fulfilling complex calculation and rule-based tasks. These advantages

have high value when we attempt to develop a multimodal informa-

tion assistant system (referred as “the system” below) which serves

as a platform for monitoring the on-going crisis event. Aiming to re-

duce the likelihood of tunnel vision, the proposed system intends to

provide the users with lower quantity but higher quality information

in an effective and efficient manner. As one part of the design, this re-

search focuses on the modality planning module. It is one of the mod-

ules which contribute to the prevention of tunnel vision. The function

is to determine the optimum utilization of the available modalities, in

order to convey information effectively and reduce the cognitive load

of the perceivers.

Section 2 briefly describes the structure and function of the pro-

posed system with a focus on the modalities related to the preven-

tion of tunnel vision. Section 3 introduces previous work related to

modality planning. Section 4 presents the primary research on the de-

sign of the modality planning module. The design of the other mod-

ules is out of the scope of this paper.

2 THE INFORMATION ASSISTANT SYSTEM

The general function of the system, as shown in figure 1, is a platform

for monitoring a crisis event. The users are crisis managers located

in the crisis response center, facing a large display. Briefly speak-

ing, the system continuously captures the real world data (speech,

video and sensor signals), records them into its memory, and simul-

taneously presents the on-going crisis event through the large display

and speech. Via an information query interface, the user is allowed

to access the crisis history (e.g. events that occurred in the previous

minute) or some statistics (e.g. number of victims in area A). The cri-

sis managers don’t conduct their commands via the system. However,

their commands will also be captured by the system and presented.

Three modules in the system are responsible for the prevention of

tunnel vision: the reasoning and filtering module, the order planning

module, and the modality planning module. The reasoning and filter-

ing module helps to improve the information quality and reduce the

information quantity. It groups reduplicate data together and provides

statistic analysis on incompatible information. It also applies context

reasoning based on predefined guidelines which are generally valid

for certain types of crisis. The order planning module determines

the presentation priority for each input information unit based on the

overall evaluation of the time sequence, the urgency level, and the

causal relations. The aim of this module is to guarantee that the most

important and urgent information arrives at the user first. The modal-
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ity planning module intends to present the crisis scenario effectively

and efficiently by calculating the optimum utilization of the avail-

able modalities. Effectiveness means that the presentation does con-

vey the information content correctly. Efficiency indicates that the

presentation manner helps to prevent cognitive overload of the user.

We expect that the users of such a system have larger chance to keep

aware of the actual situation, stay open-minded for all possibilities

and make proper decisions.

Figure 1. Multimodal information assistant system structure

In the remainder of this paper, only the modality planning mod-

ule will be discussed in more detail. There are many other on-going

researches in the ICIS project (see acknowledgement) that can be

applied to the design of the other modules of this system.

3 RELATEDWORK

In the modality theory of Bernsen [3], a solid taxonomy of unimodal

output modalities is designed to provide a theoretical foundation

for understanding and generating multimodal output. Based on the

observation that different modalities have different representational

properties (such as linguistic, analog, arbitrary etc.), the taxonomy

classifies all possible unimodalities into 4 classes in the super level,

20 classes in the generic level, and 46 classes in the atomic level. Pos-

sible extensions to a subatomic level have also been suggested. The

taxonomy is claimed to be complete, unique, relevant, and intuitive.

The different representational properties make different modalities

suitable for expressing different types of information. For instance,

linguistic modalities (e.g. text, discourse) surpass analogue modal-

ities (e.g. images, graphics, diagrams) at explaining abstract con-

cepts; while analogue modalities are better at expressing what things

exactly look like. Their combination may have superior expressive

power [2]. The combination of linguistic and analogue modalities

has been adopted in many existing multimodal HCI systems, such as

COMET [5], WIP [16], SmartKOM [17], and EMBASSI [4].

Concerning the cognitive load a presentation manner may place

on the user, designers need to consider not only the representational

properties of modalities, but also the perception properties (e.g. vi-

sual, auditory and haptic). The perception properties determine how

a modality is perceived and processed by the human perceptual-

sensory system [1]. The dual coding theory of Paivio [13] claims

that humans possess separate information processing channels for

visual and auditory material. Therefore, working memory has par-

tially independent processors for handling visual and auditory sig-

nals. Mousavi et al. [9] suggest that the mixed use of both modalities

can reduce cognitive load, because more effective cognitive capacity

is available.

The modality planning task is generally agreed to be highly com-

plex, due to many issues involved. So far, no solution in the form of

a generally applicable automated modality planner has been devised

yet. Instead, most of the existing approaches focus on a small set of

modalities and a certain type of application. The same goes for own

research. The modality planning task is commonly considered as a

mapping process from the presentation task (convey certain informa-

tion) domain to the modality domain, based on pre-designed rules

or strategies. In the WIP system [16], a set of presentation strate-

gies has been defined for all presentation tasks. They are represented

by a name, a header, the applicability conditions and a specification

of modality choice. When the presentation planner receives a pre-

sentation task, it tries to match a presentation strategy which has

the corresponding effect or header. When there are more than one

matches, pre-defined meta-rules are applied to make a choice. In the

SmartKOM system [17], based on 121 presentation strategies, the

presentation planner recursively decomposes a high-level presenta-

tion task into primitive presentation tasks and allocates different out-

put modalities to each primitive presentation task. In the EMBASSI

system [4], the combination of several unimodalities is defined as a

multimodality. The model of a multimodality includes the set of uni-

modalities, the combination strategy, and the assignment to a phys-

ical output device. The combination strategy describes the synchro-

nization, the necessary coordinations for multimodal references to

objects, and the possible cross-modal references of the unimodali-

ties. When receiving a presentation task, the presentation planner ex-

amines the user preference and the output device condition, and then

assigns one or more multimodalities, and constructs the presentation

according to the combination strategies.

4 THE MODALITY PLANNING MODULE

The design of the modality planning module aims at achieving the

effectiveness and efficiency of the presentation. The modality plan-

ning process takes the following factors into account: 1) the informa-

tion to be conveyed (presentation task) 2) the available modalities 3)

the preferences of the crisis manager, and 4) the user’s cognitive load

status. Currently, we use a tunnel fire crisis scenario. The system rep-

resents the scenario by recording the actions of human actors and the

state of the world. We have defined a limited set of action types, e.g.

request, report, command etc. Modality strategies are designed for

each action type, under several different conditions. Therefore, the

modality planning approach is to use the strategy which matches the

input action type, the user’s profile and the user’s cognitive statues.

4.1 THE PRESENTATION TASK

The system memory contains a world state database. Based on a

world model (ontology), the system creates an instance, in the world

state database, for each real-world entity that is involved in the cri-

sis event (tunnel, fires, vehicles, human actors etc.) The properties of

the instances (location, urgency level, stress level etc.) may change

over time as the crisis event develops. We assume that the world state

can only be changed by actions. If an action changes a certain prop-

erty of a certain entity instance, the system records it as an “Action-

StateChange” pair and makes a corresponding modification to the

world state database. For example, when the system receives the re-

port from the fire team that the fire has been put off, it creates the

following action and state-change instances.

Action-1

- Type: Report
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- TimeStamp: 16:45:28

- Actor: FireTeam

- Receiver: CrisisManager

- Content: State-Change-1

- UrgencyLevel: Low

StateChange-1

- TimeStamp: 16:45:28

- Object: Fire

- Property: Status

- Value: OFF

If an action (e.g. request) doesn’t directly bring any change to the

world state, no StateChange instance will be created. The Action-

StateChange pairs or action instances are input into the modality

planner as its presentation task. The planner makes the strategy

match and applies the corresponding modality allocation and com-

bination schema.

4.2 THE AVAILABLE MODALITIES

The system adopts both visual and auditory modalities. Visual

modalities include map, text, image. Auditory modalities include

speech and sound effects. Sutcliffe et al. [14] have introduced a set

of attention effect advices for directing the user’s attention to the ap-

propriate information at the correct level of detail. Following these

advices, dynamic text and dynamic image are used when extra at-

tention is needed. Based on Bernsen’s modality taxonomy [3], the

properties of the available modalities are listed in table 1.

Table 1. The properties of the available modalities (based on [3])

Unimodality Properties

Static Text (li,-an,-ar,sta,gra)

Dynamic Text (li,-an,-ar,dyn,gra)

Map (-li,an,-ar,sta,gra)

Static Image (-li,an,-ar,sta,gra)

Dynamic Image (-li,an,-ar,dyn,gra)

Speech (li,-an,-ar,dyn,aco)

Effect Sound (-li,-an,ar,sta/dyn,aco)

“li”: linguistic; “an”: analogue; “ar”: arbitrary; “sta”: static;
“dyn”: dynamic; “gra”: graphics; “aco”: acoustics; “-”: not

In order to specify the detailed utilization of the modalities, modal-

ity models are constructed for text, map, image, speech, and alarm

sound, respectively. The modality model contains a set of parameters

which describes the utilization details of the modality (see table 2).

It can be viewed as a template for creating modality instances. Here,

we don’t separate static use and dynamic use. These properties are

described by the parameter value. Therefore, static text and dynamic

text share the same modality model. The same goes for static images

and dynamic images.

Table 2. The modality Models

Unimodality Model Parameters

Content, ReferTo, Style, Size, Color, Blink, StartTime,
Text

Duration, DisplayArea, ScrollDirection, ScrollSpeed,

Map Country, Province, City, InvolvedArea, DisplayedArea

Image Source, ReferTo, DisplayArea, StartTime, Duration, Blink

Speech Content, ReferTo, Tone, Speed, StartTime, RepeatTime

EffectSound Source, ReferTo, StartTime, RepeatTime

When fulfilling a specific presentation task, one or more modal-

ity instances will be created. Their parameter values also indicate the

combination manner. For example, the presentation task is to show

the location of the policeman. The modality planner locates an im-

age of a policeman on the map together with a text explanation. The

image and text instances are created as follows. The parameter val-

ues are filled by the selected modality planning strategy (see section

4.3). The values of “StartTime”, “DisplayArea”, and “ReferTo” pa-

rameters indicate that the two modality instances will be shown at

the same time, near to each other, and both refer to the policeman.

Text-1

- Content: In Gate Street, 550M to tunnel

- ReferTo: Policeman.Location

- Style: Arial, bold

- Size: Middle

- Color: Black

- Blink: N

- StartTime: immediate, align with Image-1

- Duration: 30 seconds

- DisplayArea: Rectangle [DisplayCoordination(300,560),

DisplayCoordination(450,590)]

- ScrollDirection: N

- ScrollSpeed: N

Image-1

- Source: policeman.jpg

- ReferTo: policeman

- DisplayArea: Rectangle [DisplayCoordination(350,500),

DisplayCoordination(400,550)]

- StartTime: immediate, align with Text-1

- Duration: 30 seconds

- Blink: Y

4.3 THE MODALITY PLANNING STRATEGY

In this section, we present the design proposal of the modality plan-

ning strategies. The design aims at achieving the presentation goal,

i.e. effectiveness and efficiency. The desired presentation manner

conveys the information content correctly and helps to prevent cog-

nitive overload. A design proposal is presented in this section. Each

presentation task has its own modality planning strategy. A strategy

contains three items: 1) suitable modalities, 2) default strategy, and

3) light strategy. The choice between the default strategy and the light

strategy is based on the user’s cognitive state. When the user’s pref-

erence is available, an adapted version of the default strategy will be

generated.

4.3.1 Suitable Modalities

This item indicates which modalities are suitable for contributing to

a certain type of presentation task and what each suitable modality

expresses. The values of the “ReferTo” parameter will be filled in.

In our crisis management application, the map is always shown as

background on the display. However, it will be listed as a suitable

modality only when the presentation of a action type needs to make

use of it. Recall the example of showing the location of the police-

man. Sound effects can do little to show a location. Image and text

are selected as suitable modalities. The image refers to the policeman

and the text refers to the location of the policeman.
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4.3.2 Recommended Strategy and its adaption

The default strategy is designed to achieve the optimum presenta-

tion manner for a certain type of task. First, one or more suitable

modalities will be selected. Based on the dual-coding theory [13], if

the suitable modality list contains both visual modalities and audi-

tory modalities, their combination owns higher priority. Second, the

default strategy contains a specification of how to generate modal-

ity instances of all the selected modalities. As mentioned before, the

parameters of these modality instances also indicate their combina-

tion manner. Third, following the attention effect advices in [14], this

strategy also attempts to attract the user’s attention to what is being

presented. For instance, fire alarm (sound effect) is used for a fire re-

port; ambulance alarm is used for a victim report. When necessary,

the speech speed is increased with warning tone. Dynamic texts and

dynamic images are also often used.

The default strategy will be applied when the user has no specific

preference and no cognitive overload of the user is recognized. If the

user especially prefers certain modalities, an adapted version of the

default strategy will be made. The adaption to cognitive overload will

be described in the following subsection. The adaptation to a user’s

preferences intends to avoid undesired annoyance for the user. If the

user prefers a certain modality, it will always be selected, as long

as it is on the list of suitable modalities. The user can also indicate

that he prefers a less intrusive presentation manner. Then attraction

efforts (e.g. using sound effect, warning tone etc.) will be reduced.

The user’s preferences are set up before using the system, but not

during the crisis management process.

4.3.3 Light Strategy

The light strategy is less attracting. It often contains only visual

modalities and it will be applied when the system recognizes that

the user might be experiencing cognitive overload. When cognitive

overload occurs, the user might become slow at responding to the

newly-presented information. The system will notice that more re-

quests/reports stay in pending state. For instance, a victim report

stays in the pending state until the system hears a command to the

doctor, addressing this victim. When possible cognitive overload is

detected, the system still continues on presenting new-coming infor-

mation. However, only a few most urgent tasks are presented with

the default strategy, the rest will adopt the light strategy. In this way,

the user’s attention is drawn to only the most urgent issues. When a

light-presented task becomes one of the most urgent tasks, its pre-

sentation will be refreshed with the default strategy. When the user’s

cognitive state recovers, all light-presented tasks will be shown in

default strategy.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

A multimodal information assistant system for crisis management

is proposed, aiming at preventing tunnel vision - the phenomena of

framing bias and confirmation bias in the crisis manager’s cognitive

processes. The main focus of this paper is the design of the modality

planning module, which intends to achieve the effectiveness and ef-

ficiency of the presentation. The complete set of modality planning

strategies is still in the design stage. Apart from the existing guide-

lines in the literature, we expect to find more from empirical studies

that will be carried out. In these studies, some crisis scenarios will

be presented in a limited amount of time. The presentation will be

evaluated on two aspects, i.e. the user’s level of understanding and

cognitive state. The level of understanding can be estimated by inter-

viewing the user after the presentation. The cognitive state during the

presentation can be measured in several ways [12], such as by eval-

uating the performance of a secondary task (performed concurrently

with the primary task) or by measuring physiological variables (e.g.

heart activity, brain activity, and eye activity).
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